SFP (SheetFed PANTONE*) Blending Inks

SFP Blending Ink formulations have been developed for application on a wide variety of sheetfed printing equipment. SFP Blending Inks provides the following advantages:

- Quick setting/drying – speeds up the work-and-turn process, alleviating the incidence of offset blocking and reduces the levels of spray powder required.
- Wide ink/water balance – SFP inks print cleaner at lower ink and water settings compared to other inks.
- Excellent print quality – very good gloss and trap ability.
- User Friendly – SFP PANTONE® colors are suitable for aqueous coating, UV coating, foil stamping and laminating. No high slip, high melt wax is used. Pretesting is recommended because bleed resistant formulas may be required.

Note: When using aqueous coatings, UV coatings, or laminating over inks, there is the potential for those inks to bleed and change appearance over time. Pigments that are at risk are rhodamine red, purple, reflex blue, violet, warm red and fluorescent colors. Be sure to specify a bleed-resistant formula for all print jobs to be laminated or requiring either UV or aqueous coatings.

*PANTONE® is the property of Pantone, Inc.